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CLERK'S CERTTFICATE TO RECORD
STATE OF MISSISSPPI
COT]NTY OF JONES
SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
MARSHA HINTON
V. CIVL ACTION #2A 1 3 -l 06 -CVe
DICK'S SPORTING 6OODS,INC., etal
I, Bart Gavin, Clerk of the Circuit Court, in and for the above named
County and state, do hereby certif that the foregoing and attached is a true
and corect copy ofthe record in the above styled and numbered cause and
same appears on record now on file in this office, in the City of Laurel,
Mississippi, Second Judicial District of Jones County, Mississippi.
Witness my hand and seal of the Circuit Court, this the l5th day of
October,2013.
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, M|SS|SS|PPI
MARSHA HINTON
vERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
AIIIERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/bta BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AIUIAZON.COII.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COM, LLC,
SPoRTSilANS SUPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS PORTING OODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/bla HUNTFISH PRO and
VM|NNOVATIONS, tNC.
PLAINTIFF
NO. 2ats-  t0b-  cv l
DEFENDANTS
COIIPLAINT
JURYTRIAL DEMANDED
COMES NOW MARSHA HINTON. and fifes this Complaint against DICK'S
SPORTING OODS, lNC., AMERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO., d/b/a BASS
PRO, LLC, d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC, AMAZON.COM.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON,COM, LLC, SPORTSMANS SUPPLY, INC. eBAY,INC., ROGERS
SPORTING OODS WEB SALES, LLC d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and VMINNOVATIONS
and in support of said Complaint would show unio the Court he following:
tr[LtrD
sEP 2 5 2013
BART GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERKJONES COUNTY MS
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INTRODUCTION
This case involves the sale of hunting equipment by each of the Defendants
which has been recalled by the United States Consumer Product Safety Commission
(CPSC). Said sales were made after public notic,e of the recalls by the CPSC and at a
time when the Defendants knew or should have known that said items had been
recalld. Defendants further knew or should have known that use of the recalled items
could be dangerous and cause great bodily harm ordeath to innocent purchasers.
Each of the Defendants old and/or delivered lhe recalled hunting equipment to the
Plaintiff within the Second Judicial Diskict of Jones County, Mississippi.
PARTIES
1 ,
Plaintiff is an adult resident citizen of the Second Judicial District of Jones
County, Mississippi.
2.
The Defendant Dick's Sporting Goods, Inc., (Dick's) is a foreign corporation,
licensed to do and doing business within the State of Mississippi. lt may be served wilh
process by service upon ats agent, Corporation Service Company, 5OO S. President
Street, Jackson, Mississippi.
3.
The Defendant American Sportsman Holdings Co., is a foreign corporation, ot
licensed to do, but doing business within the State of Mississippi. lt may be served with
process by service upon its agent C. T. Corporation System, 120 South Central
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Avenue, Claylon, Missouri 63105. The Defendant Bass Pro, LLC, is a foreign
corporation, ot licensed to do but doing business within the State of Mississippi. lt
may be served with process by service upon its agent, C. T. Corporation Syetem, 120
South Central Avenue, Clayton, Missouri 63105. The Defendant Bass Pro Outdoors
Online, L,L.C., is a foreign corporation, ot licensed to do but doing business within the
Slale of Mississippi. lts registered agent for service of process is C, T, Corporation
Slatem, 120 South CenlralAvenue, Clayton, Missouri63105. These Defendants will
be referred to collectively as "Bass Pro'.
4.
The Defendant Amazon.com.dedc, LLC, is a foreign corporation, not licensed to
do but doing business within the State of Mississippi. lt may be served with process of
this Court by service upon its agent, Corporation Service Company, 2711 Centerville
Road, Suite 400, Wilmington, Delaware 19808. The Defendant tunazon.com, LLC is
a foreign corporation, nol licensed to do but doing business within the State of
Mississippi. ft may be served with process of this Court by servie upon its agent,
Gorporation Service Company, 2711 Centewille Road, Suite 400, Wilmington,
Delaware 19808. These Defendants will be referred to collectively as "Amazon",
5 .
Sportsmans Supply, Inc. (Sportsmans), is a foreign corporation, ot licensed to
do but doing business within the State of Mississippi. lt may be served with process of
this Court by service upon its registered agent Thomas Lerryin, 6 Bofte Lane, St. Clair,
Missouri 63077.
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6,
eBay, lnc. (eBay), is a foreign corporatlon, ot licensed to do, but doing business
within the State of Mississippi. lt may be served with process of this Court by service
upon its registered agent, Nalional Regislered Agents, lnc., 160 Greentree Drive, Suile
10'1, Dover, Delaware 19904.
7.
VMlnnovations (VM) is a foreign corporation, not licensed to do, but doing
business within the State of Mississippi. lt may be served with process of this Court by
service upon its registered agent, Christopher R. Heinrich, Suite 800, 121 South 13fr
Street, Lincoln, Nebraska 68508. VMlnnovations advertises itself as an authorized
dealer for Summit Treestands,
8 .
Rogers Sporting Goods Web Sales, LLC d/bla Huntfishpro (Rog€rs) is a foreign
corporation, ot licensed lo do but doing business within the State of Mississippi. lt
may be served with process of this Court by service upon its registered agent, James
Slevan Rogers, 320 North 291 Highway, Liberty, Missouri 64068.
FACTS
Y .
On December 20,2O12, the GPSC issued its recall number 13-078, which
related to the recall of Muddy Outdoors climbing sticks bearing model numbers 70401
and704O4. A copy of the recall notice from the CPSC is attached hereto and marked
as Exhibit "'1". Said recall notice states in part, "Federal law bars any person from
selling products ubject o a publicly-announced voluntary recall by a manufacturer o a
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mandatory recall ordered by the Commlssion." Defendants are charged with the
knowledge of public records.
1 0 .
On or aboul July 10, 2013, Plaintiff purchased a Muddy Outdoors climbing stick
bearing model number 7O401 from Dick's Sporting Goods. A picture of the climbing
stick, including the identifying "cleat" and the shipping label from Dick's Sporting Goods
is attached as Exhibit "2". Said recalled item was delivered by the Defendant to the
Plaintiff in the Second Judicial District of Jones County, Mississippi.
1 1 .
On September 5, 2013, Dick's Sporting Goods received a copy of a letter from
the Plaintiff advising lhat the Plaintiff had purchased a reealled product from Dick's, As
of September 23,2013, Dick's continued to advertise said recalled climbing sticks on its
website.
12.
On October 23,2012. the GPSC issued a recall of Summit reestands, by Recall
Number '1 3-015. Said recall identified the recalled lree stands as the Summit Crush
Series Perch, bearing model number 82069; Crush Series Stoop, bearing model
number 82070i and Crush Series Ledge, bearing model umber 82471. A copy of the
recall notice is attached hereto as Exhibit .3". Said recall notice states in part, "Federal
law bars any person from selling products ubject o a publicly-announced voluntary
recall by a manufacturer or a mandatory recall ordered by the Commission,'
Defendants are charged with the knowledge of public records.
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1 3 ,
On or about July 10, 2013, Plaintiff purchased a Summit Stoop treestand, rnodel
number 82070 from Bass Pro Shop. Said recalled item was delivered by the Defendant
to the Plaintiff in the Second Judicial District of Jones County, Mississippi. Attached
hereto and marked as Exhibit u4" is a copy of the manufacturer's tag which sho the
serial number of the recalled product, along with the shipping label which shows that
the item was shipped from Bass Pro.
14.
On September 3, 2013, Bass Pro received a copy of a lefter from the Plaintiff
advising lhat Plaintiff had purchased a recalled item from it. As of September 23,2013,
Bass Pro continued to offer this recalled item for sale from its online website.
1 5 .
On or about August 1,2013, Plaintiff purchased a Summit Perch treestand
bearing model number 82069 and a Summit Stoop treestand bearing model number
82070 from Amazon.com LLC. Both of sald treestands were delivered to the Plalntiff in
the Second Judicial District of Jones County, Mississippi.
16 .
When Plaintiff received the treestands from Amazon, the Stoop treestand
evidenced a shipping label from Sportsman's Supply, Inc. A copy of the mailing label
from Sportsman's Supply to Amazon.com isattached hereto as Exhibit "5",
17 .
Copies of the manufacturer's labels showing the model numbers, which,
according to the CPSC denote the treestands as being recalled, along with copies of
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the shipping label showing that said treestands were shipped from Amazon.com is
attached hereto as Exhibit "6".
18 .
On September 16, 2013, Amazon received a copy of a letter from the Plaintiff
advising it that the Plaintiff had purchased recalled items from its websile. As of
September 23, 2013, Amazon continued to advertise these recalled treestands for sale.
19.
On or about August 2,2013, Plaintiff purchased two Summil Stoop treestands,
modef number 82070 from Rogers and VM, which are two eBay store retailers. Copies
of the manufacturer's label which indicates that the treestands are recalled, along with
copies of the shipping labels from VM and Rogers are aftached hereto as Exhibit'7'.
20.
On September 6, 2013, eBay received a copy of a letter from the Plaintiff
advising that Plaintiff had purchased recalled items from eBay sellers, VM and Rogers.
As of September 23, 2013, eBay continued to allow both VM and Rogers to advertise
these recalled treestands for sale.
21.
On September 3, 2013, VM received a copy of a letter from the Plaintiff advising
that the treestand purchased by lhe Plaintiff was a recalled item. As of September 23,
2013, VM continued to advertise said recalled treestands for sale.
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22.
On September 3, 20't3, Rogers received a copy of a letter from the Plaintiff
advising that the treestand purchased by the Plaintiff was a recalled item. As of
September 23,2013, Rogers continued lo advertise said recalled treestand for sale.
COUNT ONE
REOI'EST FOR INJUNCTION
Plaintiff re-alleges each and every allegation contained wtthin this Complaint,
and incorporates those allegations into this Count.
23.
Each of the Defendants has sold hunting equipment (treestands and climbing
sticks) which have been recalled by the CPSC. The purchasers of these pieces of
hunting equipment are in danger of serious bodily injury or dealh if this admittedly
defective hunting equipment is used.
24.
Plaintiff requests that the Court enter an iniunction prohibiting the Defendants
from continuing to sell .ilems which have been recalled by the CPSC.
25.
Plaintiff urther requests that lhis Court set a date for hearing on the Plaintiffs
request for an injunction prohibiting the further sale of items which have been recalled
by the cPsc.
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COUNTTWO
ITIEGLIGENCE
Plaintiff re-alleges each and every allegation contained within this Complaint,
and incorporates those allegations into this Count.
26.
Each of the Defendants owed a duty to the Plaintiff and other members of the
public to refrain from selling hunting equipment which has been recalled by the CPSC.
The equipment offered for sale by each of these Defendants is perse defective, and
has been found to be defective by the CPSC. Each of the Defendants has violated this
duty to the Plaintiff and to others by continuing to sell the recalled hunting equipment.
As a result of the negligence of the Defendants, the Plaintiff has been damaged.
COUNT THREE
INTENNONAL NON RECALL CONDUCT
Plaintiff re-alleges each and every allegations contained within this Gomplaint,
and incorporales those allegations into this Count.
27.
The Defendants are charged with the knowledge of information contained within
the public records. As such, Defendants were aware of the fact that the products at
issue in this case had been recalled by the CPSC. The Defendants wed a duty to the
Plaintiff and others lo refrain from selling dangerous, defective produc-ts after such
produets had been recalled by the CPSC. The Defendants have breached this duty to
the Plaintiff and to others by selling recalled products after th€ date of recall. As a
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result of the intentional irnproper actions of the Defendants, Plaintiff has sustained
damages.
COUNT FOUR
GROSS NEGLIGENCE
Plaintiff re-alleges each and every allegations contained within this Gomplaint,
and incorporates those allegations into this Count.
28.
The Defendants owed a duty to the Plaintiff to refrain from selling defective,
dangerous merchandise which had been recalled by the CPSC. Defendants have
failed in this duty to the Plaintiff and others, which amounts to gross negligence on the
part of the Defendants. As a result of the gross negligence of the Defendants, Plaintiff
has sustained amages.
COUNT FIVE
BREACH OF THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY
Plaintiff re.alleges each and every allegations contained within this Complaint,
and incorporates those allegations into this Count.
29.
Each of the Defendants herein is a merchant as defined under Mississippi law.
The Defendants each owed a duty to the Plaintiff to provide the Plaintiffwith a product
which was merchantable. The Defendants have failed in this duty by selling the Plaintiff
and others hunting equipment which is dangerous and defestive and which has in fact
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been recalled by the CPSC. As a result of the breach of this duty by the Defendants,
Plaintiff has sustained amages.
couNT slx
FAILURE TO WARN
Plaintiff re-alleges each and every allegations contained Wthin this Complaint,
and incorporates those allegations into this Count.
30.
Each of the Defendants entered into an agreement to sell the Plainliff hunting
equipment which had been recalled by the CPSC. The Defendants owed the Plaintiff
and other purchasers a dufy to wam her that the products it was selling had been
recalled and was dangerous and defective. Defendanls failed in this duty to warn the
Plaintiff and has thereby caused the Plaintiff to sustain damages.
COUNT SEVEN
BREACH OF THE DUTY OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING
Plaintiff re-alleges each and every allegations contained within this Complaint,
and incorporates those allegations into this Count.
3 1 .
There is an implied duty of good faith and fair dealing in every confract. Vvhen
Plaintiff agreed to purchase the hunting eguipment from each of the Defendants, the
parties entered into an implied contract for the purchase and sale of marketable goods.
Defendants owed the Plaintlff and other customers a duty of good faith and fair dealing
in the performance of this implied contract with the Plaintiffs and others. Defendants
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have breached this duty to the Plaintiff and others by selling the Plaintiff and others
hunting eguipment which had been recalled by the CPSC. As a result of this breach by
the Defendants, Plaintiff has sustained amages.
COUI{T EIGHT
PUNITIVE DAMAGES
Plaintiff re-alleges each and every allegations contained within thls Complaint,
and incorporates those allegations into this Gount.
32.
The actions of the Defendant in selling the Plainliff and others hunting equipment
wfrich was admittedly dangerous and defec'tive in that it had been recalled by the CPSC
was willful and intentional, or in the altemative was so grossly negligent so as to amount
to an intentional ct, for which the Defendants should be punished by the imposition of
punilive damages.
WHEREFORE, PLAINTIFFS DEMAND JUDGMENT of and from the
Defendants, jointly and severally:
a. For an injunction prohibiting the Defendants from continuing tho sale of
hunting equipment which has been recalled by the CPSC;
b. For an Order requiring the Defendants to notify each purchaser of recalled
hunting equipment who can be identified that the Defendants have sold a recalled
product and advising the purchasers that they are enlitled to a full refund;
c. For an Order reguiring the Defendants to provide the Plaintiff with the
names and addresses of each person to whom recalled hunting equipment has been
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sold. so that the Ptaintiff can, at the Defendanfs expense, personally notif eac*t
individual of the danger associated with the recalled hunting eguipment;
d. For an Order requiring the Defendants o publish, through n€wspaper,
television and other electronic media a notice designed to notify all consumers that
recalled products have been sold by Defendants and waming the consumer of the
dangers of such recalled products;
e. For imposition of any and all statutory penalties provided by law;
f. For economic loss incuned as a proxlmate result of the tortious conduct of
the Defendants, along with compensatory damages, including attorney's fees and legal
expenses reasonably and necessarily incuned, in an amount to be determined at trial;
g. Simple tort and contractual damages in an amount to make the Plaintiff
whole insofar as a money amount can accomplish t at purpose, in an amount o be
determined at trial;
h. Punitive damages in an amount o deter the Defendants from like conduct
in the future and to make an example of them so that other similarly situated
Defendants would likewise be deterred, in an amount o be determined at trial.
Respectfully submitted,
MARSHA HINTON
1 3
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LAWRENCE . ABERNATHY, III
ATTORNEYAT LAW
P. O. BOX4177
l,-AUREL. MtSSISSIPPI 35441
TELEPHONE (60l ) 649-5000
TELEFAX (601) 649-0519
E-MAIL: Mhinton@abernathylawoffice.com
MSB #1016
LESLIE D, ROUSSELL
ATTORNEYAT LAW
P. O. BOX2940
tAUREL. MISSTSSTPPT 39442
TELEPHONE (601 ) 420-2345
E-MAIL: LeslieRoussell@bellsouth.net
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Muddy Outdoors Recalls Climbing Stieks Due to Risk of
Serious Injury or Death
Consumers should stop using this product ur ess otherwise instructed, It is illegal to resell or attempt to
rcscll a recalled consumer product.
Recall date: December 20, 2012
Recall Summary
Name of product:
Muddy Outdoors tree climbing sticks
Hazard:
Muddy Outdoors tree climbing sticks
Remedy:
Relund Replace
Consumer Contact:
Recall number: 13-078
Muddy Outdoors; toll-free at(877)366-8339, from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. CT Monday through Friday, or
online at wwrv.gomuddy.com and click on "Muddy
Info-Latest News" or "Products-Muddy Outdoors-
Sticks" section for more information.
Report an Incident Involving this Product
Recall Details
Units
About 1,500 f,B
tl
5
F
t
http:i/www.cpsc.gov/enlRecalls/2013/Muddy-Outdoors-Recalls-Climbing-Sticks-Duc-to-R... 9123DILI
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Description
The recalled Muddy Outdoors climbing sticks are used to climb trees. They consist of
a 2O-inch black center stick with tree cleats and fold-out steps on each end. A black
and burnt orange-colored rope fastened by a cam oleat secures the stick to the tree.
The tree cleats have single metal tabs or posts. Model number 70401 or 70404 is
printed on the packaging. The climbing sticks were sold individually or in packs of
four.
Iucidents/Injuries
The firm has received four reports of the climbing sticks breaking. There have been no
reported injuries.
Remedy
Consumers hould imrnediately stop using the recalled climbing sticks and retum them
to Muddy Outdoors for a refund or a free replacement product.
Sold at
Bass Pro, Cabela's, Dick's Sporting Goods, Scheel's and other hunting and outdoor
stores nationwide from luly 2012 through October 2012 for about $50 when sold
individually and $160 when sold in a pack of four.
Importer
Muddy Outdoors, ofAlbia, Iowa
Manufacturer
Classic Asia Group, of China
http://www.cpsc.gov/en/Rccalls/2013/Muddy-Outdoors-Rccalls-Climbing-Sticks-Due-to-R...9lnnA13
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Manufactured in
China
The U.S, Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is still interested in receiving incidenl or inj ury reports that a€
either directly related to this product reoall or involve a different hazard with the samc produot. Ploase toll us about your
cxperience wifr the producl on Sa iilrProducts.gov
CPSC is clnrged with protecting the public from unreasonablo risks of injury or dadr associatod with the use ofthe
thousands ofoonsumsr products undor the agency's jurisdiotion, Deaths, injurios and propcrty damage from consumer
produot incidents cost the nation more than $900 billion annually. CPSC is committed to protecting consumers and
familics from producG that posc a fire, eloctrical, chcmical or mechanical hazErd. CPSCs work to ensurc the safety of
consumer producE - such as loys, cribs, power tools, cigarene lighlers and lrcusehoH ohemicals - contributed to a decline
in the rate ofdeaths and injuries associaled with consumer produots over thc past 30 years.
Fedcral law bars any pcrson from selling pmd$cts subjssl to a publicly-announoed voluntaty recall by a manufacturer or a
mandatory recall ordered by the Commission.
To report a dangcrous product or a product-related injury go onlinc to www.SalLrProducLs.gov r call CPSC's Hotline at
(800) 638-2T12 or telctypcwriter at (301) 595-7054 for the hearing impaired. Consumers can obtain news release and
recall information at \\,ww.cosc.uov, on Twitter @OnSsfety or by subscribing to CPSC's l'rce e-rrrail newslcncs,
Muddy Outdoors tree climbing
sticks
Muddy Outdoors climbing stick
rope and tree cleats
Muddy Outdoors climbing
sticks packaging
h ' & n F . . * r . i r | | f l . |
r..t$ tttr r!, rqb rrh 5i r!
http://www,cpsc.gov/en/Recallsi20l 3/Muddy-Outdoors-Rccalls-Climbing-Sticks-Due-to-R ... 9n3n0l3
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Muddy Outdoors climbing
sticks packaging
http://www.cpsc.gov/enlRecalls/2Ol3Av1uddy-Outdoors-Reoalls-Climbing-Sticks-Due-to-R ... 9n3D0l3
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Summit Treestands Recalls Hunters'Tree Stands Due
to Fall Hazard
Consumers hould stop using this product unless otherwisc irrstnroted. It is illegal to resell or attempt o
resell a recalled consumer product.
Recall date: October 23. 2012 Recall number: 13-015
Recall Summanr
Name of product:
Crush Series: Perch, Stoop and Ledge Treestands for
hunters
Ilazard:
The tree stand's hanging strap assembly could dislodge
from the tree stand or fail to restrain or hold properly
on the tree, posing a fall haz.ard.
Remedy:
Replace
Consumer Contact:
Summit Treestands,LLC, toll free at (855)373-9808,
anytime or website www.surnmitstands.com click on
the Recall icon for more information.
Report an lncident lnvolving this Product
Recall Details
Uuitg
About 2.900 I
4E
f,
3
http://www.cpsc.gov/en/Recalls/2013/Summit-Treestands-Recalls-Hunters-Tree-Stands-D... 9D312013
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Description
The recalled hunters'tree stands have the following narnes and item numbers: Crush
Series Perch, number 82069; Crush Series Stoop, number 82070; and Crush Series
Ledge number 82071. The tree stands include the main stand platfonn and seat with a
green cinch strap and a tan tree stand hanging strap assembly, which consists of one
nylon strap with a hook and an adjustment portion with a metal buckle and a matching
nylon tab and a hook. This hanging strap assembly has the recalled item numbers
printed on the safety label attached near the buckle.
Incidents/Injuries
None reported.
Remedy
Consumers hould immediately stop using the recalled Eee stands and contast Summit
Treestands to receive a free replacement hanging strap assembly.
Sold at
Hunting stores and in catalogs such as Bass Pro Shops and others nationwide from July
2012 through August 2012 for between $70 to $100.
Msnufacturer
Summit Treestands, LLC, of Decatur, Ala.
Manufactured in
China
The U.S. Consumer Product Saf€ty Commission (CPSC) is still interesled in receiving incident or injury rcports that are
either ditectly related to this produot recall or involve a differont hazard with the same produst, Plcase tell us about your
cxperience with the product on Selpf"P.rqdUSb,Cgy
CPSC is charged with protecting the public from unreasonable risks ofinjury or doath associalcd wilh ths use oflhe
thousands of consumer products under the agency's jurisdiction. Deaths, injuries and property damage ftom consumer
product incidents cost the nation moro than $9fi) billion annually. CPSC is committcd to protecting consumcrs and
familics from produots that pose a firo, olcotrical, ohemioal or mechanical hazard, CPSC's work to ensurc tlc safety of
htp;//www.cpsc.govlen/Recalls/2O13/Summit-Treestands-Recalls-Hunters-Tree-Stands-D... 9D\nU3
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consumor products - suoh as toys, cribs, power tools, cigarette lighters and household chemioals - contributEd to s declirc
in the rate ofdeaths and injuries assooiated ],vith consumcr products ovcr thc past 30 yoars,
Federal aw bars any percon from selling products subject o a publicly-announced volunary recall by a manufacturer or a
mandatory recall ordored by the Commission.
To report a dangerors product or a product-related injury go online to rvlvrv,SalbrProtlLtcLq,(ov or call CPSC's Hotline at
(800) 638-2772 or teletypswriter at (301) 595-7054 for the hearing impaired, Consumers oqn obtein news releasc ond
rscall information at w$r:.cpsc.g!Jr, on Twitter @(ln5gf91y or by subscribing to CPSC's lrce r:-rnail &cltslcliers.
Picture of recalled treeshnd
Ledge, side view
Picture of recalled treestand
strap assembly
Picttne of recalled treestand
waming label
http:l/www.cpsc.gov/enlRecalls/2013/Summit-Treestands-Recalls-Hunters-Tree-Stands-D... 912312013
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http://www.cpsc.gov/PageFiles/l30653/Summif/o20TrceYo?OStand%20label, LARGEjpg 9t23t21l3
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]N TTIE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, trflSStSStPPl
MARSHA HIT{TON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC,
AMERICAN SPORTSIIIAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
At[AZO]t_COit.DE DC, LLC,
AMAZON.COM, LLC,
SPORTSITANS SUPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/bla HUNTFISH PRO and
VtilNlrlOVAT|ONS DEFENDANTS
sultMoNs
BY PRIVATE PROCESS SERVER
THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
TO: DICK'S SPORTING OODS, lNC., BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT,
CORPORATION SERVICE COMPANY, 505 S. PRESIDENT STREET, JACKSON,
MtssrssrPPl
NOTTCE TO DEFENDANT(S)
THE COMPIAINT WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMMONS IS IMPORTANT
AND YOU MUST TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS.
You are required to mail or hand deliver a copy of a written response to the
LAWRENCE . ABERNATHY, III, P. O. BOX 4177, LAUREL, IIISSISSIPPI 3944{
Your response must be mailed or delivered within thirty (30) daSe from the date
of delivery of this summons and complaint or a judgment by default will be will be
entered against you for the money or other things demanded in the complaint,
You must also file the original of your response with the Clerk of this Court within
a reasonable time afterward.
PLAINTIFF
NO. Aals- ta|- cvq
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ISSUED UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL of said Court, this the .lS day ot
:5n€"4 ' '  ,  A 'D.,2013.
l, the undersigned process server, served the summons and complaint upon the
person or entity named above in the manner set forth below:
( ) | personally delivered copies of the summons and complaint on the
day of 2013, to
( ) After exercising reasonable diligence, I was unable to deliver copies of the
summons and complaint to within County,
I served the summons and cornplaint with
who is the (insert wife, husband, son,
daughter or other person as the case may be) a member of the family of lhe person
served above the age of sixteen years, and willing to receive the summons and
complaint and thereafter on the 
_ 
day of 2013,1mailed (by
first class mail, postage prepaid) copies to the person served at his or her usual place
of abode where the copies were left.
( ) | was unable to serve the summons and complaint.
Fee for service : $
PROCESS SERVER INFORMATION:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
WENDELL B. -BART GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
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STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
COUNTY OF JONES
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned authority in and for the state
and county aforesaid, the within named , who being first by
me duly sworn on oath that the mattes @ing "proof of
Service - Summons" are true and correct as therein stated.
PROCESS ERVER
Sworn to and subscribed before mer on this the 
_ 
day of
A.D,,2013.
NOTARY PUBLIC
My Commission Expires;
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IN THECIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNW, MISS|SS|PPI
MARSHA HINTON PTAINTIFF
VERSUS T{O.
DICK'S SPORTIIIIG OODS, lNC.
AitERtcAN SPORTSilAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AliAzoN.coit.DEDc, LLc,
AMAZON.COi', LLC,
SPORTSMANS SUPPLY, INC.,
oBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS PORTING OODSWEB SALES, LLC
dlb/a HUNTFISH PRO and
VIIfNNOVATIOi{S, aNC. DEFEHDANTS
SUMilONS
BY CERTIFIED iIAIL
TO: AMMON.COII.DEDC, LLc, BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT, CORPORATIOI{
SERVICE COIUPAI{Y, 27I1 GENTERVILLE ROAD, SUITE 4OO, WILilINGTON,
DELAWARE 19808.
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT(SI
THE COMPIAINT WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMMONS IS IMPORTANT
AND YOU MUST TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS.
You are required to mail or hand deliver a copy of a written response to the
Comolaint to:
LAWRENCE . ABERNATHY, lll, P. O. BOX4177, LAUREL' OtttttSlpg rO'(1
Your response must be mailed or delivered within thirty (30) days from the date
of delivery of this summons and complaint or a judgment by default will be will be
entered against you for the money or other things demanded in the complaint.
You must also file the original of your response with the Clerk of this Court within
a reasonable time afterward.
t a l3 ' t t o 'L t t i
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fs9^9JP-tl,ru0El l{Y HAND AND SEAL of said Courr, this rhe 4,5 .day ol
. $LLn l t - r t ,  4 .D . ,  2013 .
WENDELL B. "BART'GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI 39441
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IN THE CIRCUITCOURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES GOUNTY, iltSStSStPPl
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, llrlc.
AMERTCAN SPORTSmAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLIT{E, LLC,
AilIAZON.CON'.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COII, LLC,
SPORTSMANS SUPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNG.,
ROGERS SPORTING @DSWEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and
VMINNOVATIONS, ING.
PLAINTIFF
NO. At,l 3- Ul" LV 1
OEFENDANTS
suMiloNs
BYCERTIFIED MAIL
TO: AMAZON.COM, LLC, BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT, CORPORATION
SERVICE COi'PANY, 271I CE}.ITERVILLE ROAD, SUITE 4OO, VYILTIINGTON,
DELAWARE 19808.
NOTTCE TO DEFENDANT(SI
THE COMPISINT WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMMONS IS IMPORTANT
AND YOU MUSTTAKE IMMEDIATEACTION TO PROTECTYOUR IGHTS,
You are required to mail or hand deliver a copy of a written response to the
Complaint to:
LAWRENCE . ABERNATHY, III, gox 4177, LAUREL, MtSStSStPPt 39441
Your response must be mailed or delivered within thirty (30) days from the date
of delivery of this summons and complaint or a judgment by default will be will be
entered against you for the mon6y or oher things demanded in the complaint.
You must also file the original of your response with the Clerk of this Courl within
a reasonable time afterward.
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_ISSUIp:UNDER MY HANDAND SEAL of said Court, his the i5 62y s1
^ v d ? r r ' . '  , A , D . , 2 0 1 3 .
WENDELL B. "BART" GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI 39441
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF JONES COUNTY, UISSISSIPPI
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
ATIIERICAN SPORTSTUIAN HOLDIITIGS CO.,
dlbla BASS PRO, LLC,
dlb/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON.COM.DEDC, LLC,
AitAzoN.cotu, LLc,
SPORTSMANS UPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS PORTING OODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and
vMtNNOVAT|Oi{S, rNC.
PT.AINTIFF
N o .  A l t s ' / l t  - c v l
DEFENDANTS
SUMIUONS
BY CERTIFIED IIIAIL
TO: AttiERIGAN SPORTSilIAN HOLDII{GS CO., BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT,
C. T. CORPORATION SYSTEM,120 SOUTH CENTRALAVENUE, CLAYTON,
illssouRl63105
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT(S)
THE COMPLAINT WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMMONS IS IMPORTA}IT
AND YOU MUSTTAKE IMMEDIATEACTION TO PROTECTYOUR IGHTS.
You are required to mail or hand deliver a copy of a wrilten response to the
Complaint to:
LAWRENCE . ABERNATHY, III, BOX 4177, LAUREL, mlSSlSSlPPt 3S'f41
Your response must be mailed or delivered within thirty (30) days from the date
of delivery of this summons and complaint or a judgment by defaull will be will be
entered against you for the money or other things demanded in the complaint.
You must also fife the original of your response with the Clerk of this Court within
a reasonable time afterward.
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ISSUED UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL of said Court, tris the J5 day of
Sr$"4, , A.D.,2013.
WENDELL B. "BART" GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
. o. Box 1336
REL, MrSStSStPPl39441
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF JONES COUNTY, iIISSISSIPPI
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
AMERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONL|NE, LLC,
AMAZON.COIII.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COM, LLC,
SPORTSiIANS UPPLY, I]iIC.,
oBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/bla HUNTFISH PRO and
VMINNOVATIONS, INC.
PLAINTIFF
No.3!J3-' t ao-t-v 1
DEFEI{DANTS
SUMilIONS
BY CERTIFIED iIAIL
TO: BASS PRO LLC, BY SERVICE UPON tTS AGENT, C, T. CORPORATTON
sYsTEM, 120 SOUTH CENTRALAVENUE, CLAyTOil, i'ilSSOURI 63105
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT(SI
THE COMPI.AINT WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMMONS IS IMPORTANT
AND YOU MUSTTAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECTYOUR IGHTS,
You are reguired to mail or hand deliver a copy of a written response to the
Complaint to:
LAWRENCE . ABERNATHY, ilt, p. O. BOX 4177, LAUREL, MtSStSStppt 39441
Your response must be mailed or delivered within thirty (30) days from the date
of delivery of this summons and complaint or a judgment by default wifl be will be
entered against you for the money or other things demanded in the complaint.
You musl also file the original of your response with the Clerk of this Court within
a reasonable time afterward.
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- 
ISSUJD UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL of said Court, his the 2J day of
J#anrIlt , A.D.,2013.
WENDELL B.'BART'GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
I-AUREL, MTSS|SStPPt 39441
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, M|SSTSS|PPI
iIARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
AMERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b|a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
ATIAZON.COIS.DEDC, LLC,
AltA;zoN.cotf,, LLc,
SPoRTSMANS UPPLY, tNC.,
oBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOODSWEB SALES, LLC
dlb/a HUNTFISH PRO and
vlilNNovATtoils, tNc.
PLAINTIFF
No.*d-alt!(:'v1
DEFENDANTS
sutsiloNs
BY CERTIFIED MAIL
TO: BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, BY SERVICE UPOI{ ITS AGENT, G. T.
CoRPoRATION SYSTEM, 120 SOUTH CENTRAL AVEI{UE, CLAYTON, ilISSOURI
63105
THE COMPIAINT WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMMONS IS ]MPORTANT
AND YOU MUST TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS.
You are required to mail or hand deliver a copy of a written response to the
Complaint to:
LAWRENCE . ABERNATHY, lll, P. O. BOX 4177, I-AUREL, MISSISSIPPI 39441
Your response must be mailed or delivered within thirty (30) days from the date
of delivery of this summons and complaint or a judgment by default will be will be
entered against you for the money or other things demanded in the complaint.
You must also file the original of your response with the Clerk of this Court within
a reasonable time afterward.
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT(S}
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ISSUEq UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL of said Court, this the zl5 aay ol
Jt6 ' 'a ' ' ' -  - '  A.D.,  2ol3.
VVENDELL B. -BART' GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI 39441
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNW, tttSStSStPPl
MARSHA HINTON
vERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
ATIERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDII{GS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/bla BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
Ai|AZON.COI|.DEIr, LLC,
AMAZON.COM, LLG,
SPORTSMANS UPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNG.,
ROGERS PORTING OODS WEB SALES, LLC
dlb/a HUNTFISH PRO and
vutNt{ovATtoNs, lNc.
PLAINTIFF
No.  A ' t3 ' t \b 'e {1 '
DEFENDAI.ITS
SUiiMONS
BY CERTIFIED MAIL
TO: oBAY,lNC., BYSERVICE UPON ITS AGEl,lT NATIONAL REGISTERED
AGENTS,lNC.,160 GREENTREE DRIVE, SUITE 101, DOVER, DELAWARE 19904
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT(S}
THE COMPLAINT WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMMONS IS IMPORTANT
AND YOU MUST TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS.
You are required to mail or hand deliver a copy of a written response to the
Complaint to;
LAWRENCE . ABERNATHY, III, P. O. BOX 4177, LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI 3944I
Your response must be mailed or delivered within thirty (30) days from the date
of delivery of this summons and complaint or a judgment by default will be will be
entered against you for the money or other things demanded in the complaint.
You must also file the original of your response with the Clerk of this Court within
a reasonable time afterward.
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ISSUED UNDER MY HAND ANO SEAL of said Court, his the )S aay at&nl{,ul ,AD.,2013.. - - - . . . . . . . . ! : _ '
WENDELL B. "BART" GAVIN
C]RCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
I.AUREL. MISSISSIPPI 39441
av: *{ -, tfu- l,la-.-
DEPUTY CLERK
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY' M|SSISS|PPI
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DtcK's SPoRT|NG GOOOS, tNC.
AMERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/bla BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AitAzoN.colut.DEDG, LLc,
AtrlAzoN.coill, LLc,
SPoRTSMANS UPPLY, lNC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS PORTING OODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and
vMtNNOVAT|ONS, lNC.
PLAINTIFF
NO.  S .o t3 - l t6 -ov1
DEFENDANTS
SUMMONS
BY CERTIFIED TIAIL
TO: ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLC dlbla HUI{TFISH PRO, BY
SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT, JAiIIES STEVAN ROGERS,320 NORTH 291
HIGHWAY, LIBERTY, ilISSOURI 64068.
NOTTCE TO DEFENDANT{S}
THE COMPI.AINT WHICH IS AfiACHED TO THIS SUMMONS IS IMPORTANT
AND YOU MUST TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS.
You are required to mail or hand deliver a copy of a written response to the
Complaint to:
LAWRENCE . ABERNATHY, lll, P. O. BOX4177, LAUREL,II'ISSISSIPPI39'f41
Your response must be mailed or delivered within lhirty (30) days from the date
of delivery of thb summons and complaint or a judgment by default w{ll ba will be
enlered against you for the money or other things demanded in the complaint.
You must also file the original of your response with the Clerk of this Court within
a reasonable time afterward.
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,. 
lS,SUg) UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL of said Court, this tre 25 day ot
J0S/6)a ,4.D., 2013.
WENDELL B. "BART'GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P, O. BOX 133e
LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI 39441
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IN THE CIRCUIT GOURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRJCT
OF JONES COUNTY, iIISSISSIPPI
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
AIYIERICAN SPORTSIIAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON.CO'.DEDC, LLC,
AiltAZON.COil, LLC,
SPORTSMAI,IS SUPPLY, lNC.,
eBAY, lNG.,
ROGERS PORTING OODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and
VMINNOVATIONS, INC.
PLANNFF
NO. tr ls-  / t4- .v1
DEFENDANTS
SUMMONS
BY CERTIFIED MAIL
TO: SPORTSMANS UPPLY, lNC., BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT, THOMAS
LEWIN,0 BOLTE LANE, ST. CLAIRE, illssouRl63077
NOTICE TO DEFENDAilTIS}
THE COMPLAINT WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMMONS IS IMPORTANT
AND YOU MUST TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS.
You are required to mail or hand deliver a coPy of a written response lo the
Complaint to:
LAWRENCE . ABERNATHY, III, P. O. BOX 4177, LAUREL, ilISSISSIPPI 39*[1
Your response must be mailed or delivered within thirty (30) days frcm the date
of delivery of this summons and complaint or a judgment by defauft will be will be
entered against you for the money or other things demanded in lhe complaint.
You must also file the original of your response with the Clerk of this Court within
a reasonable time afterward.
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ISSUEp UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL of said Court, this the J5 day of
r'\r'''t -y'' ' ' A'D'' 2013' 
*ENDELL B. "BART" GAV'N
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
I.AUREL, MISSISSIPPI 39441
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDIC1AL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, MISS|SS|PPI
IIARSHA HINTON
vERSUS
DtcK's sPoRTtNc GooDs, tNc.
AMERICAN SPORTSilAI,I IIOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
dtbta BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AilAZON.COi'.DEDC, LLC,
AilIAZON.COM, LLC,
SPORTSMANS SUPPLY, INC.,
gBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/bla HUNTFISH PRO and
VM|NNOVAT|ONS, lNC.
PLANNFF
NO.  au3  - /d [ ' ( v  1
DEFE}.IDANTS
SUMMONS
BY CERTIFIED iIAIL
TO: VMINNOVATIONS, BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT, CHRISTOPHER .
HE|NR|CH, SUtrE 800, 121 SOUTH 13th STREET, LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68508.
NOTTCE TO DEFENDANT(SI
THE COMPLAINT WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMMONS IS IMPORTANT
AND YOU MUST TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS.
You are required to mail or hand deliver a copy of a written response to the
Complaint to:
LAWREI,ICE . ABERNATHY, lll, P. O. BOX 4177, LAUREL, tllSSlSSlPPl39'l4l
Your response must be mailed or delivered within thirty (30) days from the date
of delivery of this summons and complaint or a judgment by default will be will be
entered against you for the money or other things demanded in the complaint.
You must also file the original of your response with the Clerk of this Court within
a reasonable time afterward.
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JSSUE!-f.JNDER MY HAND AND SEAL of said Court, this the Ji day oI
^\ofha"u,l ' A'D'' 2013' 
*ENDELL B. "BART,cAVtN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
lAuREL, MISSTSS|PPT 39441
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
AiIERICAN SPORTSISAN HOLDINGS GO.,
dlbta BASS PRO, LLC,
d/bla BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AIUAZON.COM.DEDC, LLC,
Alf,AzoN.coM, LLc,
SPORTSMANS UPPLY, INC.,
oBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
dlbla HUNTFISH PRO and
vtntNNovAiloNs,lNc.
sullilloNs
BY CERTIFIED MAIL
TO: SPORTSMANS SUPPLY,lNC., BYSERVICE UPON
LEW|N,6 BOLTE LANE, ST. CLAIRE, M|SSOUR|63077
PLAINTIFF
xo. e1tS- pt-Lv' l
DEFENDANTS
ITS AGENT, THOMAS
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT(SI
THE COMPLAINT WHICH tS ATTACHED TO TH]S SUMMONS IS IMPORTANT
AND YOU MUST TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS.
You are required to mail or hand deliver a copy of a wriften response to the
Complaint to:
LAWRENCE E. ABERNATHY, lll, P. O. BOX 4177, LAUREL, lUllSSlSSlPPl 39'141
Your response must be mailed or delivered within thirty (30) days from the date
of delivery of this summons and complaint or a judgment by default will be will be
entered against you for lhe money or other things demanded in the complaint.
You must also file the original of your response with the Clerk of this Gourt within
a reasonable time afterward.
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ISSUED UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL of said Court, this the r15 day of
,$8 t t ' i "  ,  A.D.,2013.
WENDELL B. 'BART'GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
I.AUREL, MISSISSIPPI 39441
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IT{ THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JOI{ES COUNTY, M|SS|SSIPPI
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
AMERICAN SPORTSIIIIAN HOLDINGS CO.,
dlb/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AiIAZON.COM.DEDC, LLC,
AiIAZON.COM, LLC,
SPORTSMANS SUPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS PORTTNG OODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and
VMINNOVATIONS, INC.
PLAINTIFF
NO. Al7 3- tt | '  cv I
I}EFENDAITITS
RULE 81 SUiIMC'NS
THE STATE OF IUISSISSIPPI
TO: DICKS SPORTING ooDS,lNC. BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT,
CORPORATION SERVICE COMPANY, 506 S. PRESIDENT STREET, JACKSON,
MtsstsstPPl
NOTICE TO DEFENDANTS
THE COMPLAINT OR PETITION WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMIIONS IS
IMPORTANT, AND YOU MUSTTAKE IMTTIEDIATE ACTIONTO PROTECTYOUR
RIGHTS.
You are summoned to appear and defend against said Complaint or Petition at
10:00 a.m. on the 25s day of November, A.D., 2013, in the Circuit Gourtroom of the
Courthouse of the Second Judicial District of Jones County, at Laurel, Mississippi, and
in case of your failure to appear and defend a judgment will be entered against you for
the money or other thing demanded in the Complaint or Petition.
You are not required to file an Answer or other pleading, but you may do so if
you desire.
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lssued under my hand and the seal of said Court, this the 25rh day of September,
201s .
WENDELL B.'BART" GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
LAUREL, MtSStSSIPPI 39441
I, the undersigned process server, served the summons and complaint upon the
peFon or entity named above in lhe manner set forth below:
( ) | personally delivered copies of the summons and complaint on the
day of 2013, to
i ) After exercising reasonable diligence, Iwas unable to deliver copies of the
summons and complaint to 
-within - County,
. I served the summons and complaint with
who is the (insert wife, husband, son,
daughter or other petson as the case may be) a member of the family of the person
served above the age of sixteen years, and willing to receive the summons and
complaintandthereafteronthe-dayof- ,2013, lmai |ed(by
first class mail, postage prepaid) copies to the person served at his or her usual place
of abode where the copies were left.
( ) lwas unable to serve the summons and complaint.
Fee for service : $
PROCESS ERVER INFORMATION:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
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STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
COUNW OF JONES
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned authority in and for the state
and county aforesaid, the within named who being first by
me duly sworn on oath that the mafters and facts set fodh in the foregoing "Proof of
Service - Summons" are true and correct as therein stated.
PROCESS ERVER
Sworn to and subscribed before me, on this the day of
4.D. .2013 .
NOTARY PUBLIC
My Commission Expires:
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, MISS|SSIPPI
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OOOS, INC.
AMERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON.COII'I.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COM, LLC,
SPORTSIT'ANS SUPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING OODSWEB SALES, LLG
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO end
VMINNOVATIONS
PLAIiITIFF
xO. A0 lS- tot ' '  LvI
DEFENDANTS
RULE 81 SUi'MONS
THE STATE OF ilISSISSIPPI
TO: VMINNOVATIONS, BYSERVICE UPON ITS AGENT, CHRISTOPHER R.
HEINRICH, SUITE 8OO, 121 SOUTH I3tI'STREET, LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68608
NOTICE TO DEFENOA{rS
THE COMPI-AINT OR PETITION WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUiIMONS IS
IMPORTANT, AND YOU UIUST TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
RIGHTS.
You are summoned to appear and defend against said Complaint or Petition at
10:00 a.m. on the 25'h day of November, A.D., 2013, in the Circuit Courtroom of lhe
Courthouse of the Second Judicial District of Jones County, at Laurel, Mississippi, and
in case of your failure to appear and defend a judgment will be entered against you for
the money or other thing demanded in the Complaint or Petition.
You are not required to file an Answer or other pleading, but you may do so if
you desire.
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lssued under my hand and the seal of said Court, this the 25h day of September,
A .D. ,2013 .
WENDELL B. "BART'GAV]N
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI 39441
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IN THE CIRCUIT GOURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF JONES COUNTY, UISSISSIPPI
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DlcK's SPoRT|NG GOO[\S, tNC.
AMERICAN SPORTSMAITI HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLc,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AtuAzoil.coM.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COT, LLC,
SPORTSMANS SUPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS PORTING OODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and
ViIINNOVATIONS
PLAINTIFF
NO. At)s ' t t6-Cv1
DEFENDANTS
RULE 81 SUMMONS
THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
TO: ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLG dlb/a HUNTFISH PRO, BY
SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT, JAi'IES STEVAN ROGERS,320 NORTH 29I
HIGHWAY, LIBERW, MISSOURI 6'0068
THE COMPLAINT OR PETITIOI.I WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMMONS IS
IMPORTANT, AND YOU I'UST TAKE IIIIMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
RIGHTS.
You are summoned to appear and defend against said Complaint or Petition at
10:00 a.m. on the 25h day of November, A.D., 2013, in the Circuit Courfoom of the
Courlhouse of the Second Judicial District of Jones County, at Laurel, Mississippi, and
in case of your failure to appear and defend a judgment will be entered against you for
the money or other thing demanded in the Complaint or Petition.
You are not required to file an Answer or other pleading, but you may do so if
you desire.
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lssued under my hand and the seal of said Court, this the 25rh day of September,
A.D..20' t3.
WENDELL B.'BART'GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
\$llllr,rrrrr,, P. O. BOX 1336
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IN THE CIRCUITCOURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF JONES COUNTY, MISSTSSIPPI
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DtcK's sPoRnilG GooDs, tNc.
AI'ERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS Ol{LlNE, LLC,
AMMON,COII.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COM, LLC,
SPORTSMANS SUPPLY, INC.,
oBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS PORTING @DS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and
VMINNOVATIONS
PLAINNFF
NO. ai ls-  / r0 ' (vq
DEFENDANTS
RULE 81 SUMMONS
THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
To: eBAY, lNC. BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT, NATIONAL REGISTERED
AGENTS, tNG.,160 GREENTREE DRIVE, SUITE 101, DOVER, DELAWARE
NOTICE TO DEFENDANTS
THE COMPLAINT OR PETITION WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUTIMONS I
IMPORTANT, AND YOU MUST TAKE ITIIMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
RIGHTS.
You are summoned to appear and defend against said Complaint or Petition at
10:00 a.m. on the 25th day of November, A.D., 2013, in the Circuit Courtroom of the
Courthouse of the Second Judicial District of Jones County, at Laurel, Mississippi, and
in case of your failure lo appear and defend a judgment will be entered against you for
the money or other thing demanded in the Complaint or Petition,
You are not required to file an Answer or other pleading, but you may do so if
you desire.
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lssued under my hand and the seal of said court, this the 25* day of september,
A.D. ,2013.
WENDELL B. "BART" GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
I.AUREL. MISSISSIPPI 39441
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IN THE CIRCUITCOURT
OF THE SECONO JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF JONES COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DtcK's SPoRTING GOODS, lNC.
AMERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/bla BASS PRO, LLC,
dtbla BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AirAzoN.coM.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COII, LLC,
SPORTSMANS SUPPLY, ING.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS PORTING OODS WEB SALES, LLC
dlb/a HUNTFISH PRO ANd
VMINNOVATIONS, INC,
PLAINTIFF
N O .  2 r ) 3 -  t o b -  L ' l  1
DEFENDANTS
RULE 81 SUIUIIONS
THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
TO: AMAZON.COM, LLC, BY SERVICE UPOttl ITS AGENT, CORPORATION
SERVICE COfrtPANY,2711 CENTERVILLE ROAD, SUITE 400, WlLMlltlGTON,
DELAWARE 19808
NOTICE TO OEFENDANTS
THE COIIIPLAINT OR PETITION WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMMONS IS
IMPORTANT, AND YOU MUST TAKE IMiIEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
RIGHTS.
You are summoned to appear and defend against said Complaint or Petition at
10:00 a.m" on the 2$h day of November, A.0., 2013, in the Gircuit Courtroom of the
Courthouse of the Second Judicial Dishict of Jones County, at Laurel, Mississippi, and
in case of your failure to appear and defend a judgment wlll be entered against you for
the money or olher lhing demanded in the Complaint or Petition.
You are nol required to file an Answer or other pleading, but you may do so if
you desire.
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lssued under my hand and the seal of said Court, this the 25th day of September,
A .D. ,2013 .
WENDELL B. "BART" GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
LAuREL, MTSSISSIPP| 39441
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IN THE CIRCUTT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNw' illsStSSfPPI
MARSHA HINTON PLAINTIFF
VERSUS NO.  e0 t3 ' /0b -cY1
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
AMERICAN SPORTSltlAl,l HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON,COM.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COM, LLC,
SPORTSMANS SUPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS PORTING OODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/bla HUNTFISH PRO and
VMINNOVATIONS,INC. DEFENDANTS
RULE 8I SUMTI'IONS
THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
TO: AMAZON.COM.DEDC, LLC, LLC, BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT,
CORPORATION SERVICE CO'IIPANY,27I1 CENTERVILLE ROAD, SUITE 4OO,
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19808
NOTICE TO DEFENDANTS.
THE COMPLAINT OR PENilON W}IICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUiIIIIONS IS
IMPORTANT, AND YOU MUST TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
RIGHTS.
You are summoned to appear and defend against said Complaint or Petition at
10:00 a.m. on the 25'h day of November, A.D., 2013, in the Circuit Courtroom of Ore
Courthouse of the Second Judicial District of Jones County, at Laurel, Mississippi, and
in case of your failure to appear and defend a judgment will be entered against you for
the money or other thing demanded in the Complaint or Petition.
You are not required to file an Answer or other pleading, but you may do so if
you desire.
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lssued under my hand and the seal of said Court, this the 25h day of September,
A .D. .2013 .
WENDELL B. "BART'GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
$!i# {S;f 8"ffi 311's, P P3 e44 1j'^}Ll, "s'4*t-
I  r ?liffi,i:
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, iilSStSStPPl
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DtcK's SPoRT|NG GOODS, tt{C.
AMERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/bla BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AltAzoN.coilt.DEDc, LLc,
AilAZON.COU, LLC,
SPORTSMANS UPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a IIUNTFISH PRO and
VMINNOVATIONS DEFENDANTS
RULE 81 SUtMetNS
THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
TO: BASS PRO, LLC, BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT, C. T. CORPORATION
SYSTEM, 120 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE, CLAYTON, iIISSOURI 63'05
NOTICE TO DEFET{DANTS
THE COMPLAINT OR PETITION WHICH lS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMMOIIIS l
IMPORTANT, AND YOU MUST TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
RIGHTS.
You are summoned to appear and defend against said Complaint or Petition at
10:00 a.m, on the 25th day of November, A.D., 2013, in the Circuit Courtroom of the
Courthouse of the Second Judicial District of Jones County, at Laurel, Mississippi, and
in case of your failure lo appear and defend a judgment will be entered against you for
the money or other thing demanded in the Complaint or Petition.
You are not required to file an Answer or other pleading, but you may do so if
you desire.
PLAINTIFF
N o .  A o l s ' l o t ' c v 1
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lssued under my hand and the seal of said Court, this the 25h day of September,
A .D. .2013 .
WENDELL B.'BART'GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O, BOX 1336
TAUREL. MtSStSStPPt 39441
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IN THE CIRCUITCOURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, mtSStSStPPl
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC,
AilERICAN SPORTSTIAN HOLDINGS CO.,
dlb/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/bTa BASS PRO OUTDOORS OI{LINE, LLC,
AMAZON.COTI.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COIS, LLC,
SPORTSMANS UPPLY, INC.,
gBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLG
d/bla HUNTFISH PRO and
VMINNOVATIONS DEFENDANTS
RULE 81 SUilnONS
THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
TO: BAttSt PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT, C. T.
CORPORATION SYSTEM, I2O SOUTH CENTRALAVEI.IUE, CLAYTON, ilSSOURI
63105
NOTIGE TO OEFENDANTS
THE COMPLAINT OR PETIT]ON YVTIICH ISATTACHEDTO THIS SUII'MONS IS
IMPORTANT, AND YOU MUST TAKE ilIIITIEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
RIGHTS.
You are summoned to appear and defend against said Complaint or Petition at
I 0:00 a.m. on the 25th day of November, A,D., 201 3, in the Circuit Courtroom of the
Courthouse of the Second Judicial District of Jones County, at Laurel, Mississippi, and
in case of your failure to appear and defend a judgment will be entered against you for
the money or other thing demanded in the Complaint or Petition.
You are not required to file an Answer or other pleading, but you may do so if
you desire.
PI.AINTIFF
N O -  2 r t g ' t 0 h - c v 1
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lssued under my hand and the seal of said Court, this the 25'h day of September,
4 .D . ,2013 .
WENDELL B. "BART'GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P, O. BOX 1336
, MrsslsslPPt39441
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, itfSStSStPPl
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
AITIERICAN SPORTS'IIAN HOLDIT{GS CO.,
dlbta BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON.COM.DEDC, LLC,
AiltAZON.Coilt, LLC,
SPORTSiIANS UPPLY, INC.,
eBAY,lNG.,
ROGERS SFORTTNG OODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and
VIIIINNOVATIONS DEFENDANTS
RULE 81. SUISMONS
THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
TO: AMERIGAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO., BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT, C.
T, CORPORATION SYSTEM, 120 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE, CLAYTON,
MrssouRt 63105
NOTICE TO BEFENDANTS
THE COMPLAINT OR PETITION WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUiIMONS IS
tMpoRTANT, AND yOU MUST TAKE tMiltEDIATE ACTTON TO PROTECT YOUR
RIGHTS.
You are summoned to appear and defend against said Cornplaint or Petition at
10:00 a.m. on the 25rH day of November, A.D., 2013, in the Circuit Courtroom of the
Second Judicial District of Jones County, at Laurel, Mississippi , and in case of your
failure to appear and defend a judgment will be entered against you for the money or
other thing demanded in the Complaint or Petition.
You are not required to file an Answer or other pleading, but you may do so if
you desire.
PLAINTIFF
NO.
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lssued under my hand and the seal of said Court, this the 25h day of September,
4 .D . ,2013 .
WENDELL B. "BART'GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
$\\\#**=, 
RE L' M Iss I ss rPP | 3e44 1
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IT{ THE CIRCUIT GOURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, M|SS|SS|PPI
MARSHA HINTON
vERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
AiIERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
dlbta BASS PRO, LLC,
dTbh BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AI'AZON,GOM,DEDG, LLC,
AtllAzoN.coil, LLc,
SPORTS'I'ANS UPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and
vMtNNOVAT|OI{S, lNC.
PLAINTIFF
*.  *0, . t  ' t  od- LV 1
DEFENDAT{TS
RULE 8l SUltllllONS
THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
TO: SPORTSMANS UPPLY, lNC., BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT, THOMAS
LEW|N, 6 BOLTE LANE, ST. Cl-AlRE, IUISSOUR| G1077
NOTICE TO DEFENDAITITS
THE COMPLAINT OR PETITION WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUIiITONS IS
IMPORTANT, AND YOU MUST TAKE IMIUEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
RIGHTS.
You are summoned to appear and defend against said Gomplaint or Petition at
10:00 a.m. on the 25th day of November, A.D., 2013, in the Circuit Courtroom of the
Courthouse of the Second Judicial District of Jones County, at Laurel, Miesissippi, and
in case of your failure to appear and defend a judgment will be entered against you for
the money or other thing demanded in the Complaint or Petition.
You are not required to file an Answer or other pleading, but you may do so if
you desire.
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^l:g!"0 under my hand and the sear of said court, this the 25s day of september,A.D. .2013.
WENDELL B.'BART'GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
r-AUREL, M|SSISStPPt 39441
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECONDJUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, M|SS|SS|PPI
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
AMERICAN SPORTSIIAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/bla BASS PRO, LLC,
d/bta BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLG,
AMAZON.COI||.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COi'I, LLC,
SPORTSIiANS UPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNG.,
ROGERS PORTING OODS WEB SALES, LLC
dtbta HUNTFISH PRO and
viilNNovATloNs, lNc.
PL.AINTIFF
NA. dols-  lJb-Lv1
DEFENDANTS
R.U-LE 81 SUlflilONS
THE STATE OF TflSSISSIPPI
TO: DIGKS SPORTING OODS, lNC. BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT,
CORPORATION SERV]GE COMPANY,506 S. PRESIDENT STREET, JACKSON,
iltsstsslPPl
NOTTCE TO DEFENpANTS
THE COTTPLAINT OR PETITION WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUTIMONS IS
IMPORTANT, AND YOU MUST TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
RIGHTS.
You are summoned to appear and defend against said Complaint or Petition at
10:00 a.m. on the 25s day of November, A,D,, 2013, in the Circult Gourtroom of the
Courthouse of the Second Judicial District of Jones County, at Laurel, Mississippi, and
in case of your failure to appear and defend a judgment will be enlered against you for
the money or other thing demanded in the Complaint or Petition.
You are not required to file an Answer or other pleading, but you may do so if
vou oestre, trflLtrD
ocl 0 2 2013
rt'dc0J,tfriHnr
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lssued under my hand and the seal of sald Gourt, this the 256 day of September,
A .D. ,2013 .
l, the undersigned 6irocess server, served the summons and complaint upon the
person or entity named above in the manner set forth below:
M I oersonallv delivered copies of the summonq and complaint
/fr "'day rit 4t,' , 2013, to {h'nno &uf, PeI# -
the
( ) After exercisingreasonable diligence, l-rrrnas unSble to deliver copies of the
summons and oomplaint to- within - Coun$'
. I served the summons and complaint with
- 
who is the 
-"-.- 
(insert wife
daughter or other person as the case may be) a member of the family of the person
serv-ed above the age of sixteen years, and willing to receive the summons and
complaint and thereafter on the day of -,2013,1mailed (bY
first class mail, postage prepaid) copies to the person served at his or her usual place
of abode where the coPies were left,
( ) lwas unable to serve the summons and complaint'
Feeforservice t$& Y -
PROCESS ERVER INFORMATION:
, husband, son,
NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
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STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
COUNTY OF JONES
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned authority in and for the stale
and county aforesaid, the within named I , who being first bYt  l lesalo, n lnln q LSJpEKA
me duly sworn on oalh thal the matters and facts set frorth in the foregoing 'Proof of
Service - Summons" are true and correct as therein
^Sworn to and subscribed before me, on this the elrvLlaybt
AilaE t , A.D.,2013.
BART gAVlN, t;rrcuit Clerk
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF JONES COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI
MARSHA HINTON PLAINTIFF
vERsus No.  Aat  , ' to(o-  Lv1
DtcK's SPoRT|NG GOODS, tNC.
ATIIERICAN SPORTSUAN HOLDINGS CO.,
dlbla BASS PRO, LLC,
dlbfe BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON.COM.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COM, LLC,
SPORTSMANS UPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
dlbla HUNTFISH PRO ANd
VMINNOVATIONS DEFENDANTS
SUMMONS
BY PRIVATE PROCESS SERVER
THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
TO: DICK'S SPORTING OODS,lNC., BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT,
CORPORATION SERVICE COMPANY, 506 S. PRESIDEIIT STREET, JACKSON,
iflsstsstPPl
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT{SI
THE COMPLAINT WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMMONS IS IMPORTANT
AND YOU MUST TAKE IMMEDIATE ACT]ON TO PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS.
You are required to mail or hand deliver a copy of a written response to the
Complaint to:
LAWRENCE . ABERNATHY, ilt, P. O. BOX 4177, LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI39441
Your response must be mailed or delivered within thirty (30) days from the date
of delivery of this summons and complaint or a judgment by default will be will be
entered against you for the money or other things dernanded in the complaint.
You must also file the original of your response wiffiffffter@lf$ourt within
a reasonable time afteMard u L-'ls= llJ,
ocT 0 2 ?0f3
sd€qiffil.,qnft
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ISSUED UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL of said Court, this the o{c day ot
,  A .D , ,  2013 .
WENDELL B.,.BART'GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI 39441
GLERK
l, the undersigned process seryer, served the summons and complaint upon the
person or entity narned above in the manner set forth below:
M I oersonallv delivered copies of the summons and complaint on the
ld 
"'aavdt 
4 t' ,zo\s,to {b*on fzo,o, 
€c^rh .t/^tt
( ) After exercising reasonable diligence,
summons and complaint o - within
. I served the summons and complaint with
County,
who is the (insert wife, husband, son,
Oaugttter or oner person as the case may be) a member of the fami$ of the person
servld above the age of sixteen years, and willing to receive the summons and
complaint and thereafter on the 
- 
day of 2013, I mailed (by
first bbss mail, postage prepaid) copies to the person served at his or her usual place
of abode where the coPies were left.
( ) | was unable to serve the summons and complaint.
Feeforservice:$ ,609
PROCESS ERVER INFORMATION :
NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
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STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
COUNTY OF JONES
Service - Summons" are true and conect as therein stated.
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned authority in and for the state
and county aforesaid, the within named L, F. /t4f P t$tt*? lf , who being first by
me duly sworn on oath that the matters and facts set forth in the foregoing "Proof of
OCESS SERVER
Sworn to and subscribed before me, on this the 2rn
AdafN ,  A.D.,2013.
BART GAV|ll, t)ircuit Clerk
NOTARY PUBL
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF JONES COUNTY. MISSISSIPPI
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
AIf,ERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON.COI,I.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COM, LLC,
SPORTSMANS UPPLY, ll,lC.,
eBAY, lNG.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/bla HUNTFISH PRO and
vMINNOVATIONS, lNC,
PLAINTIFF
NO.2013-106.cV9
DEFENDANTS
ALTAS SUI'MONS
BY CERTIFIED MAIL
TO: ROGERS SPORTING GOODSWEB SALES, LLC dlbla HUI{TFISH PRO, BY
SERV]CE UFON ITS AGENT, JAMES STEVAN ROGERS,8800 NE UHDERGROUND
DRIVE, KANSAS GITY, MISSOURI 64161.
NOTICE TO DEFENDANTISI
THE COMPI-AINT WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUMMONS IS IMPORTANT
AND YOU MUST TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS.
You are required to mail or hand deliver a copy of a written response to the
Complaint to:
LAWRENCE . ABERNATHY, lll, P. O. BOX 4177, LAUREL, itlSSlSSlPPl39.|'ll
Your response must be mailed or delivered within thirty (30) days from the date
of delivery of this summons and complaint or a judgment by default will be will be
entered against you for the money or olher things demanded in the complaint.
You must also file the original of your response with the Clerk of this Court within
a reasonable time afterward.
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? r J
ISSUED UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL of said Court, this the J day of
61LY' '  A'D',2013' WENDELL B.'BART" GAVIN
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI 39441
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF JONES COUNTY, 'UISSISSIPPI
MARSHA HIT.ITON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORNNG GOODS, INC.
AMERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/bla BASS PRO, LLC,
d/bla BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON.COI'I.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COI|, LLC,
SPORTSi'ANS UPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNG.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOOOS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and
VMINNOVATIONS
PLAINTIFF
NO.20t3-106.cV9
DEFENDANTS
RULE 81 SUMIUIONS
THE STATE OF I'ISSISSIPPI
TO: ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLC dlbla HUNTFISH PRO, BY
SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT, JAMES STEVAN ROGERS, EEOO NE UNDERGROUND
DR|VE, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64161.
NOTICE TO DEFEIIDANTS
THE COMPLAINT OR PETITION WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THIS SUlf,ilONS IS
IMPORTANT, AND YOU MUST TAKE IMiIEDIATE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
RIGHTS.
You are summoned to appear and defend against said Complaint or Petition at
1 0:00 a.m. on lhe 25rh day of November, A.D., 2013, in the Circuit Courtroom of the
Courthouse of the Second Judicial District of Jones County, at Laurel, Mississippi, and
in case of your failure to app€ar and defend a judgment will be entercd against you for
the money or other thing demanded in the Complaint or Petition.
You are not required to file an Answer or other pleading, but you may do so if
you desire.
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3'd k+'
lssued under my hand and the seal of said Court, this the25f,day of €epterrbeq
A.D. .2013 .
WENDELL B,'BART" GAV]N
CIRCUIT CLERK
P. O. BOX 1336
LAUREL. M]SSISSIPPI 39/141
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOi.IO JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUI{TY, M|SS|SS|PPI
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING GOOOS, INC.
AMERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/bla BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTOOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON.COM.OEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.CO}I, LLC,
SPORTSIIANS SUPPLY, INC.,
gBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNIFISH PRO and
vMtNNOVAilONS
No.  Aats '  t66 '  LVz l
OEFENDAT{TS
PLAINTIFF
NOTICE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT FOR SERVICE BY MAIL
TO; AMAZON.COM, LLC BY SERVICE UPON ITS AGENT, CORPORAilON
SERVICE COI/IPANY, 2711 CENTERVILLE ROAD, SUITE 4OO, WILMINGTON,
DELAWARE 19808
The enclosed Summons and Complaint, are served Pursuant to Rule a(c)(3) of
the Mississippi Rules of Civil Procedure.
You must sign and date the acknowledgment at he bottom of this page. lf you
are served on behalf of a corporation, incorporated association (including a
partnership), or other entity, you must indicate under your signature your relationship to
that entig. lf you are served on behalf of another person and you are authorized to
receive process, you must indicate under your signature your authority.
lf you do not complete and return the form to the sender within 20 days of the
datre of mailing shown below, you (or the party, on whose behalf you are being served)
may be required to pay any expenses incurred in serving a Summons and Complaint.
lf you do complete and retum this form, you (or the patly on whose behalf you
are being sewed) must respond to the Complaint within 30 days of the date of your
signatun. lf you fail to do so, judgment by default will be taken against you for the relief
demanded in the Complaint.
iF l ' i j:,, itr,i;U
, i , . i  1 $  l i l l J
,.t',ili',.i,,rlitil!
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My Commission ExPires:
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I declare that this Noiice and Acknowledgment of Receipt of Summons and
Complaint wes mailed on
THIS ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT OF SUMMONS ANO COMPLAINT
MUST BE COMPLETED
I ackrpwledge that I have teceiwd a and of the Gomplaint
in lhe above captioned matter in the State of
tt{t
r,l:f .C-rlnf.
Service of Process
T '
lo (ot Izov
Dale of Si$natrfte
STATE OF UJ A\?h.II!
COUNTY OF
Personally appeared before me, the_sndersigned authority in and ior the Stale
and County aforesaad, the above named c,hart t l [!rr-.{Ef . who
solemnly and truv declared and affirmed before me tiat the and facts sel fofth
in the foregoing Acknowbdgnent of Receipl qt Summons and Complaint are lrue and
correct as therein stated.
Aflirmed and subecribed before me, this the Cr-t day ot b Ctrh-r ,
A.D. ,2013 .
LORRAfI{EM gYCOTBY
silATE of wtE+rilsroil
NOTARYPUBTIC
tilY OOf,rtESOfr ExptREg
08-?'4a
NOTARY PUBLIC
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOIID JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF JONES COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI
!trARSHA I.IINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
AMERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/bla BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b{a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLc,
AMAZON.COIT,DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COI', LLC,
SPORTSMANS SUPPLY, INC.,
gBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS PORTING OOOS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFI$H PRO and
VMINNOVATIONS
NO.
PLAINTIFF
OEFENDANTS
t 6 6 -  L v l
NOTICE AND ACKNOWLEOGIJIENT FOR SERVICE BY MAIL
TO: AIIIAZON.COM, LLC BY SERVICE UPON lTS AGENT, CORPORATION
SERVICE COMPANY,27Il CENTERVILLE ROAD, SUITE 4OO, WILIIINGTON,
DELAWARE 19808
The enclosed Sumrnons and Complaint, are served pursuant to Rub 4(c)(3) of
lhe Mississippi Rules of Civil Procedure.
You must sign and date the acknowledgment at he bottom of this page- lf you
are served on behatf of a corporation, incorporated association (including a
pafuership), or other entity. you must indicate under your signature your relationship to
that entity, lf you are served on behalf of another person ?nd you are authorized to
receive process, you must indioate under your signature your authori$.
lf you do not cornplete and return the form to the sender wiihin 20 days of the
dab of mailing shown below, you (or the party, on whose behalf you are being sewed)
may be required to pay any expenses incurred in serving a Summons and Complaint.
lf you da oomplete and retum this form, you (or the pady on whose behalf you
arc being served) must respond lo the Comptaint within 30 days of the date of your
signature. lf you fail to do so, judgment by default will be taken egainst you for the relief
demanded in the Complaint"
leili
I | i l
,tllli;,,1,"uIiti,i!
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l I
lvly Gomm ission Expires:
s r - O t - l +
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I declare that this Notice and Acknowledgment of Receipt of Summons and
Complaint was mailed on
THIS ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT OF SUMMONS ANO COMPIAINT
MUST BE COMPLETED
I acknowledge that I have recei'rsd a ard of th€ Complainl
in the above captioned matter in the State of
tkt
Service of Process
STATE OF II)APN4
COUNTY OF
Personally appeared before me, the unders(;ned authority in and for the $tate
and County aforesaid, the above named who
solemnly and truly declared aad affirmed before me that tlE and facts sel forth
in the foregoing Acknowledgment of Receipt of Summons and Complaint are true and
correct as therein stated,
atr>.C-rlnf.
Aflirmed and subscribed before me, this tne 
-S day ot b C*r,l*-r ,
A D . , 2 0 1 3 .
roRR^tilEtilnYcot BY
3?Atc c wArfltxgroil
NOIARYPUBTIC
MY 
€TfrI]8s|(II EXPIRE9
@.*1a
4
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, MTSS|SSTPPI
MARSHA HINTON
vERSUS
DrcK's SPoRT|NG GOODS, r{C.
AMERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/bla BASS PRO, LLC,
dlb/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLG,
AitAzoN.com.DEDc, LLc,
AMAZON.COM, LLC,
SPORTSISANS SUPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
dlbfa HUNTFISH PRO and
vMrr{NovAnoNs DEFET{DANTS
PROOF OF SERVTCE - SUMLONS
By Process Server
Name of Person or Entity Served; Bass Pro, LLC
l, the undersigned process seryer, served the Summons and the Complaint upon
the person or entity named above in the manner set forth below:
FIRST CLASS MAIL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT SERVICE. By mailing (by first
class mail, postage prepaid) copies to the person served, together with copies of the
form of notice and acknowledgment and return envelope postage prepaid, addressed to
the sender (attach completed acknorvledgment of receipt pursuant to M.R.C.P. Form
1B), on the date stated in the Notice.
PERSONAL SERVICE. I personally delivered copies to
the 
_ 
day of 2013, where I found said person
County in the State of Mississippi.
RESIDENCE SERVICE. After exercising reasonable diligence, lwas unable to
deliver copies to said persons withln County, Mississippi. I served the
Summons and on the 
_ 
day ol 2013. at the
usual and last known
Summons and
place of abode of said person by leaving a true copy of the
with , who is the
PLAIIiITIFF
NO.  2 t t3 -  ) rb -  cvq
trflLtrD
ocT | | 20f3
crfd0lfflI'BnrJoflEs coul{IY, Ms
a member of the family of the person served above the age of
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sixteen years and willing to receive the Summons and and
thereafter, on the 
_ 
day of 2013, I mailed, by first class mail,
postage prepaid, copies to the person served at his or her usual place of above where
the copies were left.
_X_ CERTIFIED MAIL SERVICE. By mailing to an address outside Mississippi (by
firsl class mail, postage prepaid, requiring a return receipt) copies to the person served
(Attached signed return receipt or the return envelope marked "Refused".)
At the time of service, I was at least 18 years of age and not a party to this action. Fee
for service $25.00.
Process Server must list below;
Name: Lawrence E. Abernathy, lll
Address: P. O. Box 4177,Laurel, Mississlppi39441
Telephone: (601) 049-5000
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
COUNTY OF JONES
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned aulhority in and for the
aforesaid jurisdiction Lawrence E. Abernathy, lll, who being first by me duly swom,
states on oath that the matters and facts set forth in the foregoing Proof of Service -
Summons are true and correct as therein
BART GAVlil, Circuit Clerk
ruoiAnVPUBLtc@
il! Cmnisslm Erylrs lst lodry, Jilt Ol0
My
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IN THE CIRCUITCOURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI
MARSHA }IINTON
vERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
AMERICAN SPORTSTIIAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/bla BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON.COi'.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COM, LLC,
SPORTSTTIANS SUPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTII{G GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and
VMINNOVATIONS
PLAINTIFF
NO. Aus- /06-c{cl
trfiLtrD
ocr I | 20t3
,t'dt$f;fttqffi
I was unable to
I served the
DEFENDANTS
PROOF OF SERVICE - SUIIilONS
By Process Server
Name of Person or Entity Served: Rogers Sporting Goods Web Sales' LLC
d/b/a HntfishPro
l, the undersigned process eryer, served the Summons and the Complaint upon
the person or entity named above in lhe mannei set forth below:
- 
FIRST CLASS MAIL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT SERVICE. By mailing (by first
ctass mail, postage prepaid) copies to the person eerved, together with copies of the
form of notiCe and acknoWledgmenl and return envelope postage prepaid, addressed lo
the sender (attach completed acknowledgment of receipt pursuant o M.R.C.P. Form
1B), on the date stated in the Nolice.
PERSONAL SERVICE. I personally delivered copies to
the 
_ 
day of 2013, where lfound said person in
County in the State of Mississippi.
-.-'__ RESIDENCE SERVICE. After exercising reasonable diligence,
deliver copies to said persons within County, Mississippi.
Summons and on the 
_ 
day of 2013, atthe
usual and last knownplace of abode of said person by leaving a true copy of the
Summons and who is the
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a member of the family of the person served above the age of
sixteen years and willing to receive the Summons and
thereafter, on the 
- 
day of 2013, I mailed, by first class mail,
postage prepaid, copies to the person served at his or her usual place of above where
the copies were loft,
_X_ CERTIFIED MAIL SERVICE. By mailing to an addrese outside Mississippi (by
first class mail, postage prepaid, requiring a refurn receipt) copies to the person served
(Attached signed return receipt or the retum envelope marked ''Refused",)
At the time of service, I was at least 18 years of age and not a pafi to this action. Fee
for service $25.00.
Process Server must lisl below:
Name: Lawrence E. AbernathY, lll
Address: P. O. Box 4177, Laurel, Mississippi 39441
Telephone: (601 ) 649-5000
STATE OF M]SSISSIPPI
COUNW OF JONES
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned authoriiy in and for the
aforesaid jurisdiction Lawrence E. Abemathy, lll, who being first by me duly swom,
states on oath that the matters and facts set forth in the Service
Summons are true and correct as therein
SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED beforE me, on this
A .D, ,2013 .
BART GAVIN, Circuit Clerk
NOTARY PUBLIC Wttu&tg-
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, MISS|SSIPPI
MARSHA HI}{TON
VERSUS
DtcK's SPoRTING GOODS, tNC.
AIIERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/bla BASS PRO, LLC,
dlbla BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLG,
AilAZON.COf,'I.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COiI, LLC,
SPORTSMANS UPPLY, INC.,
oBAY, lNG.,
ROGERS SPORTING OODS WEB SALES, LLC
dlbla HUNTFISH PRO and
vmrNNovATtoNs DEFENDANTS
PROOF OF SERVICE . SUMMONS
By Process Sewer
Name of Person or Entity Served: Amazon.com.dedc, LLC
l, the undersigned process server, served the Summons and the Complaint upon
the person or entity named above in the manner set forth below:
FIRST CTASS MAIL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT SERVICE. By mailing (by first
class mail, postage prepaid) copies to the person served, together with copies of the
form of notice and acknowledgunent and return envelope postage prepaid, addressed to
the sender (attach completed acknowledgment of receipt pursuant to M.R.C.P. Form
1B), on the date stated in the Notice.
PERSONAL SERVICE. I personally delivered copies to
the 
_ 
day of 
_, 2013, where I found said person in
County in the State of Mississippi.
RESIDENCE SERVICE. Afier exercising reasonable dillgence, I was unable to
deliver copies to said persons within 
- 
County, Mississippi. I served the
Summons and on the 
_ 
day of 2013, at the
usual and last known place of abode of said person by leaving a true copy of the
who is the
PLAINTIFF
No. 2 l  13 '  t  o  lo-  ev i
tr[[=trF)
oi l  11i l i l3
,srfiSf.ft$tn
wilhSummons and
a member of the family of the person served above the age of
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sixteen years and willing to receive the Summons and
thereafter, on the 
_ 
day of 2013, I mailed, by first class mail,
postage prepaid, copies to the person served at his or her usual place of above where
the copies were left.
_X_ CERTIFIED MAIL SERVfCE. By mailing to an address oulside Mississippi(by
first class mail, postage prepaid, requiring a return receipt) copies to the person served
(Attached signed retum receipt or the return envelope marked "Refused".)
At the time of service, I was at least 18 years of age and nol a pafty to this action. Fee
for service $25.00.
Procegs Server must list below:
Name: Lawrence E, Abernathy, lll
Address: P. O. Box 4177,Laurel, Mississippi39441
Telephone: (601) 049-5000
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
COUNTY OF JONES
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned authority in and for the
aforesaid jurisdiction Lawrence E. Abernathy, lll, who being first by me duly sworn,
states on oath that the matters and facts set forth in the foregoing Proof of Service -
Summons are true and correct as therein stated.
SS
SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED before me, on this the
A.D. .2013 .
lk;.crober,
BART GAVIN. Circuit Ctark
NOTARY PUBLIC W tl*t-ot
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IN THE CIRCUITCOURT
OFTHE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI
ilIARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
A'UIERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/bla BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS Ot{LlNE, LLC,
ATAZON.COM.DEDC, LLG,
AMAZON.COIS, LLC,
SPoRTSMANS UPPLY, lNC.,
gBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO ANd
YMINNOVATIONS
PLAINTIFF
N O .  4 0 t S -  l 0 t ' ' C V 7
trOLtrD
ocl | | 208
,Er#ffiffi,ffi
DEFENDANTS
PROOF OF SERVICE . SUlllllONS
By Process Server
Name of Person or Entity Served: eBay, lnc.
l, the undersigned process erver, served the Summons and the Complaint upon
the peson or entity named above in the manner set forth below:
- 
FIRST CI-ASS MAIL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT SERVICE. Bv mailing (bv first
class mail, postage prepaid) copies to the Person served, together with copies of the
form of notice and acknowledgment and return envelope postage prepak!, addressed to
the sender (atlach completed acknowledgment of receipt pursuant o M.R.C.P. Form
1B), on the date stated in the Notice.
PERSONAL SERVICE. I personally delivered copies to
the 
- 
day of 
-...-- 
, 2013, where I found said person in
County in the State of Mississippi.
- 
RESIDENCE SERVICE. After exercising reasonable diligence' I was unable to
deliver copies to said persons within County, Mississippi. I served the
Summons and 
-_ 
on the 
- 
day of 
-*-, 2013, at the
usual and last known place of abode of said person by leaving a true copy of the
Summons and 
-.--.---.- 
with 
-' who is the
a member of the family of the person served above the age of
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sixteen years and willing to receive the Summons and and
thereafler, on the 
- 
daY of 2013,I mailed, by first class mail,
postage prepaid, copies to the person served at his or her usual place of above where
the copies were left.
_x_ CERTIFIED MAIL SERVICE. By mailing to an address outside Mississippi (by
tirst ctass mail, postage prepaid, requiring a return recelpt) copies tO the person served
(Attached signed relurn receipt or the return envelope mafted .Refused"')
At the time of service, I was at least 18 years of age and not a party to this action. Fee
for service $25.00.
Process Server must list below:
Name: Lawrence E. AbernathY' lll
Address: P. O. Box 4177, Laurel, Mississippi 39441
Telephone: (601) 649-5000
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
COUNTY OF JONES
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned autlpnty in and.for the
aforesaid iurisdictlon Lawrence E. Abemathy, lll, who beirg first by_me duly sworn,
states on bath that the matters and facts set forth in the toregoing Proof of Service -
Summons are true and correct as therein stated.
SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED before me, on this the
A.D. ,2013 .
ill0omntsdor EdrslS mfi
' 
,,+L--
// aay of October,
My
EART GAVIN, Circuit Clerk
NOTARY PUBLIC
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IIII THE CIRGUIT GOURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI
MARSHA HINTON
vERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC,
AIIERICAN SPORTSffAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/ble BASS PRO, LLC,
dtb/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON.COM.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COIU, LLC,
SPORTSITIANS SU PPLY, INC.,
eBAY, ll{C.,
ROGERS SPORTING GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
dlbla HUI{TFISH PRO and
vutNNovATtoNs
PI-AINTIFF
no.  Aots '  loL 'cv1
trfiLtrD
o c r f f E n
,srf€$,ff#,fnr
DEFEilDANTS
PROOF OF gERVTCE - SUMMONS
By Process Sewer
Name of Person or Entity Served: Sportsman's Supply, Inc.
l, lhe undersigned process seryer, served the Summons and the Complaint upon
the person or entity named above in the manner set forth below:
FIRST OLASS MAIL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT SERVICE. By mailing (by first
class mail, postage prepaid) copies to the person served, together with copies of the
form of notice and acknowledgment and return envelope postage prepaid, addressed to
the sender (attach completed acknowledgment of receipt pursuant to M.R.C.P. Form
1B), on the date stated in the Notice.
PERSONAL SERVICE. I personally delivered copies to 
- 
on
the 
- 
day of 
--, 20'13, where I found said person in -
County in the State of Mississippi.
_ 
RESIDENCE SERVIGE. After exercising reasonable diligence, I was unable to
deliver copies to said persons withln 
.-_ 
County, Mississippi. I served the
Summons and on the 
_ 
day of 2013, atthe
usual and last known place of abode of said person by leaving a true copy of the
who is theSummons and
a member of the family of the person served above the age of
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sixteenyearsandwi| | ingtoreceivetheSummonsand-,and
thereafter,onthe-dayof- '2013,|mai |ed,byf i r   s tc lassmai| ,
postage prepaid, copies to the person served at his or her usual place of above where
the copies were left.
_X_ CERTIFIED MAIL SERVICE. By mailing to an address outside Mississippi (by
first class mail, postage prepaid, requiring a return receipt) copies to lhe person served(Attached signed relurn receipt or the return envelope marked "Refused".)
At the time of service, I was at least 18 years of age and not a party to this action. Fee
for service $25.00.
Process Server must list below:
Name: Lawrence E. Abemathy, lll
Address: P, O. Box 4177, Laurel, Mississippi 39441
Telephone: (601) 649-5000
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
COUNTY OF JONES
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned authority in and for the
aforesaid jurisdiction Lawence E. Abemathy, lll, who being fitst by me duly sworn,
states on oath that the matters and facts set forth in the Proof of Service -
Summons are true and correct as therein stated.
PROCESS
* jk*of october,
BART GAVIN, Clrcult Clerk
NOTARY PUBLIC WW ttuAtu-
lry 0oonl$lm Elelto! lst lddry, Ju, 810
My
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, iltSStSStPPl
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DICK'S SPORTING OODS, INC.
AMERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/e BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON.COilI,DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COilI, LLG,
SPORTSIUIAIfS SUPPLY, lNC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING OODS WEB SALES, LLC
dtb/a HUNTFISH PRO and
VMINNOVATIONS
PIAINTIFF
No.-4_0J3- l&- e{1
tr[LtrD
o c l l l 20s
$,'fltffift[Hffi
DEFENDANTS
PBOOF OF SERVTCE - SUMMONS
By Procees Server
Name of Person or Entity Served: American Sportsman Holding Co.
l, the undersigned process server, served the Summons and the Complaint upon
the person or entity named above in the manner set forth below:
FIRST CI-ASS MAIL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT SERVICE. By mailing (by fitst
class mail, postage prepaid) copies to the person served, together with copies of the
form of notice and acknowledgment and return envelope postage prepaid, addressed to
the sender (attach completed acknowledgment of receipt pursuanl to M.R.C.P. Form
1B), on the date stated in the Notice.
PERSONAL SERVICE. I personally delivered copies to
the 
_ 
day of 2013, where lfound said person
County in the State of Mississippi.
RESIDENCE SERVICE. After exercising reasonable diligence, lwas unable to
deliver copies to said persons within 
- 
Coun$, Mississippi. I served the
Summons and on the 
_ 
day of 2013, at the
usual and last knourn place of abode of said person by leaving a true copy of the
who is theSummons and
a member of the family of the person served above the age of
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sixteen years and willing to receive the Summons and and
theroafter, on the_day of 2013, I mailed, by first class mail,postage prepaid, copies to the person served at his or her usual place of above where
the copies were left.
_X_ CERTIFIED MAIL SERVICE. By maiting to an address outside Mississippi(by
first class mail, postage prepaid, requiring a return receipt) copies to the person served(Attached signed return receipt or the return envelope marked 'Refused'.)
At the time of service, I was at least 18 years of age and not a party to this action. Fee
for service $25.00.
Process Server must list below:
Name: Lawrence E. Abemathy, lll
Address: P. O. Box 4177,Laurel, Mississippi 39441
Telephone: (601) tr9-5000
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
COUNTY OF JONES
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned authority in and for the
aforesaid jurisdiction Lawrence E. Abernathy, lll, who being first by me duly sworn,
slates on oath that the matters and f,acts et forth in the foregoing Proof of Service -
Summons are true and conect as therein stated.
sss
SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED before me, on Lfo^,of October,
4 .D . ,20
My
ry oomol!$n tryt$ lc lodry, ll ol0
dART GAVlftl, Circuit Clerk
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF T}IE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, M|SS|SSIPPI
MARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
DtcK's SPoRT|NG OODS, tNC.
AMERICAN SPORTSI'AN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
dtb/a BASS PRo OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON.COM.DEDC, LLC,
AI'AZON.COM, LLC,
SPoRTSiiANS SUPPLY, tNC.,
gBAY, lNC,,
ROGERS PORNNG GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and
VUINNOVANONS
PLAINTIFF
N O .  z d t S -  I t b - c v 1
tr[LtrD
ocT | ,| llB
DEFENDANTS
PROOF OF SERVICE . SUMtf,ONS
By Procees Server
Name of Person or Entity Served: Amazon.com, LLC
l, the undersigned process server, served the Summons and the Complaint upon
the person or entity named above in the manner set forth below:
FIRST CLASS MAIL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT SERVICE. By mailing (by first
class mail, postage prepaid) copies to the person served, together with copies of the
form of notice and acknowledgment and return envelope postage prepakl, addrcssed to
the sender (attach completed acknowledgment of receipt pursuant to M.R.C.P. Form
1B), on the date stated in the Notice.
PERSONAL SERVICE. I personally delivered copies to
the 
_ 
day of 2013, where I found said person in
County in the State of Mississippi.
RESIDENCE SERVICE. After exercising reasonable diligence, lwas unable to
deliver copies to said persons within 
.- 
County, Mississippi. I served the
Sumrnons and on the 
_ 
day of 2013, at the
usual and last known place of abode of said person by leaving a true copy of the
with who is theSummons and
a member of the family of the person served above the age of
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sixteen years and willing to receive the Summons and , and
thereafter,onthe-dayof- ,2013,|mai |ed,byf i rstc|assmai| ,
poslage prepaid, copies lo the person served at his or her usual place of above where
the copies were left.
_X_ CERTIFIED MAIL SERVICE. By mailing to an address outside Mississippi(by
first class mail, postage prepaid, requiring a return receipt) copies to the person served(Attached signed return receipt or the return envelope ma*ed "Refused".)
At the time of service, Iwas at least 18 years of age and not a party to this action. Fee
for service $25.00.
Proc€ss Server must list below:
Name: Lawrence E. Abernathy, lll
Address: P. O, Box4177, Laurel, Mississippi 39441
Telephone: (601) 649-5000
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
COUNTY OF JONES
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned authority in and for the
aforesaid jurisdiction Lawrence E" Abernathy, lll, who being first by me duly sworn,
states on oath that the matters and facts set forth in the foregoing Proof of Service -
Summons are hue and correct as therein stated.
#,-.-
tne i!ffiyof October,SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED before me, on this
A .D. ,2013 .
lrtt 0ornnl$iol ficln0 ld 110fl,ry,18. gll0
NOTARY PUBLIC
My Commission Expires:
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Compbls ilams 1, 2, atd 3. Aso co plete
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A. Slgmiur!
x tr fem!
d Dctlvry
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1, Adlcl. Addtr..d !o:
AMAZON. COM Lf,C
c,/o CoRPoRATION SERVICE
COIIPANY
;71 1 CENTERVII"TJB AOAD
SUITE 4OO
WILIIINGTON DE
D. b dtvdy a.td.a dfhrut i'ffi l|!m ta3
[ \rES, .||tt (nr/t.y ad(l a|! b3|o ,: El No
tffi@-tpi5ao'
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1 9 8 0 8
tr lndrld Ma[
4, RGltrlobd Odt ry' tEr|,| &rJ Er,b.
2. Atclo Nurnb€r
@ane/r'nun anlc.*@
?01,P  eEt0  u0D0 qqo?  ?0e5
l Ps Form 3811. F€bruary 2004 Dom6{6 F.0rn R€calri
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IN THE CIRCUIT GOURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, twSStSStPPl
TIIARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
otcK's sPoRTtt{c GooDs, tNc.
AII'ERICAN SPORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
tl/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON.COM.OEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COM, LLC,
SPORTSMANS UPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORTING OODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and
viilNNovATtoNs DEFENDANTS
PROOF OF SERVICE . SUMMONS
By Process Sewer
Name of Person or Entity Served: VMlnnovations, Inc.
l, the undersigned process server, served the Summqns and the Complaint upon
the person or entity named above in the manner set forth below:
_ 
FIRST CLASS lvlAlL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT SERVICE. By mailing (by first
class mail, postage prepaid) copies to the person served, together with copies of the
form of notice and acknowledgment and return envelope postage prepaid, addressed to
the sender (attach completed acknowledgment of receipt pursuant to M.R.C.P. Form
1B), on the date stated in the Notice.
PERSONAL SERVICE. I personally delivered copies to
the 
_ 
day of 2013, where I found said person in
County in the State of Mlssissippl.
_ 
RESIDENCE SERVICE, After exercising reasonable diligence, lwas unable to
deliver copies lo said persons within 
_ 
County, Mississippi. I served the
Summons and on the 
_ 
day of 2013. aithe
usual and last known place of abode of said person by leaving a true copy of the
Summons and 
_ 
with who is the
PI.AINTIFF
No.  24 t3-  t  tb -  cv l
tr[LtrD
ocT | | ztF
,rd€$tftt$u
a member of the family of the person served above the age of
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sixteen years and willing to receive the Surnmons and ano
thereafier, on the 
_ 
day of 2013, I mailed, by first class mail,
postage prepaid, copies to the person served at his or her usual place of above where
the copies were left,
-_X_ CERTIFIED MAIL SERVICE. By mailing to an address outside Mississippi (byfirst class mail, postage prepaid, requiring a return receipt) copies to the person served(Attached signed return receipt or the relurn envelope marked "Refused',.)
At the time of service, I was at least 18 years of age and not a party to this action. Fee
for service $25.00.
Process Server must list below:
Name: Lawrence E. Abernathy, lll
Address: P. O. Box 4177,Laurel, Mississippi 39441
Telephone: (601) 649-5000
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
COUNTY OF JONES
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned authority in and for the
aforesaid jurisdiction Lawrence E. Abernathy, lll, who being first by me duly sworn,
states on oath that the matlers and facts set forth in the foregoing of SeMce -
Summons are true and correct as therein stated.
SS SE
AND SUBSCRIBED before me, on this the // r aay of october,
tt C0tnnb!100 trplr$ lsl loiltt, Jm.20lt
My
EART 0AV|N, Circuit Clerk
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Complgt€ ltctns 1, 2, and 3. Atso cqnpllts
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SUITE 8OO
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
oF JONES COUNTY, ililSStSStPPl
IUARSHA HINTON
VERSUS
olcK's SPoRTTNG ooDs, tNc.
AMERICAN SFORTSMAN HOLDINGS CO.,
d/b/a BASS PRO, LLC,
d/b/a BASS PRO OUTDOORS ONLINE, LLC,
AMAZON.COilI.DEDC, LLC,
AMAZON.COM, LLC,
SPORTSMANS UPPLY, INC.,
eBAY, lNC.,
ROGERS SPORNNG GOODS WEB SALES, LLC
d/b/a HUNTFISH PRO and
VMINNOVATIONS
PLAINT]FF
NO. (0b -ev1
tr[[=trD
ocl | | 2lll3
DEFENDANTS
PROOF OF SERVICE . SUTMONS
By Process Server
Name of Person or Entity Served: Bass Pro Outdoors Online
l, lhe undersigned process eNer, served the Summons and the Complaint upon
the person or entity named above in the manner set forth below:
FIRST CLASS MAIL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT SERVICE. By mailing (by first
class mail, postage prepaid) copies to the person Eerved, together with copies of the
form of notice and acknowledgment and return envelope postage prepakl, addressed to
the sender (attach completed acknowledgment of receipt pursuant to M.R.C.P. Form
1B), on the date stated in the Notice.
PERSONAL SERVICE. I personally delivered copies to
the 
_ 
day of 2013, where I found said person in
County in the State of Mississippi.
_ 
RESIDENCE SERVICE, After exercising reasonable diligence, I was unable to
deliver copies to said persons within 
_ 
County, Mississippi. I served the
Summons and on the 
_ 
day of 2013, atthe
usual and last known place of abode of said person by leaving a true copy of the
with who is theSummons and
a member of the family of the person served above the age of
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sixteen years and willing to receive the Summons and and
thereafter, on the 
_ 
day of ,2013, I mailed, by first class mail,postage prepaid, copies to the person served at his or her usual placi of above where
the copies were left.
-X...-- CERTIFIED MAIL sERvlcE. By mailing to an address outside Mississippi (by
lpt cllss mail, postage prepaid, reguiring a return receipt) copies to the person served(Attached signed return receipt or the retum envelope ma*ed ,,Refused".)
At the time of service, I was at least 18 years of age and not a party to this action. Fee
for service $25"00-
Process Server must list below:
Name: Lawrence E. Abernathy, ltl
Address: P. O. Box 4177, Laurel, Mississippi 39441
Telephone: (601) 649-5000
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
COUNTY OF JONES
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned authority in and for the
aforesaid lurisdiction Lawrence E. Abernathy, lll, who being lirst by me duly sworn,
states on oath that the matiers and facts set forth in the foregoing proof of service -
Summons are true and correct as therein stated
PROCESS SE
SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED before me. on in"t&oroctober,
2013. 
-*rrill
NOTARY PUBLIC
My
ily Con'Iblol| Belno lst
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